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Abstract—Supercapacitors are often used in energy-harvesting
wireless sensor nodes (EH-WSNs) to store harvested energy.
Until now, research into the use of supercapacitors in EHWSNs has considered them to be ideal or over-simplified, with
non-ideal behavior attributed to substantial leakage currents.
In this brief, we show that observations previously attributed
to leakage are predominantly due to redistribution of charge
inside the supercapacitor. We confirm this hypothesis through the
development of a circuit-based model which accurately represents
non-ideal behavior. The model correlates well with practical
validations representing the operation of an EH-WSN, and allows
behavior to be simulated over long periods.
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Fig. 1. (a) Experimental results obtained having charged a 4.7F supercapacitor (rated at 2.3V) to voltages of 1.8V and 2.3V, ‘held’ it at this voltage for
1hr and 10hrs, then monitored the open-circuit voltage across its terminals
after disconnection; (b) the ‘leakage power’ inferred from these results (1).

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
UPERCAPACITORS (also known as ultracapacitors or
double-layer capacitors) are commonly used in energyharvesting wireless sensor nodes (EH-WSNs) to store harvested energy. They are attractive as they have a higher power
density than batteries, do not require special charging circuitry,
and have a long operational lifetime which is usually considered to be unrelated to the number of charge/discharge cycles
[1]. This work focuses on modeling small supercapacitors,
often found in EH-WSN applications.
While supercapacitors are commonly used in EH-WSNs,
the understanding of device behavior in these applications is
primitive. Some reported works have assumed that supercapacitors behave as ideal devices [2], or have used simplistic
models to explain their short-term behavior [3]. Alternatively,
they have directly related the leakage power [4],[5] or current
[6], to the terminal voltage. Other works have suggested that
the number of charge/discharge cycles does, in fact, affect
the supercapacitor’s leakage characteristics [7]. Supercapacitor
behavior is not ideal and devices exhibit characteristics such as
voltage drop and recovery, which occur over very long periods.
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Many research efforts into the use of supercapacitors in EHWSNs attributed these non-idealities to significant leakage.
Some made recommendations to keep the voltage across the
supercapacitor as low as possible [8],[9]. These investigations
predominantly used the same method: to illustrate this, we
charged a supercapacitor to a test voltage, held it at this value
for a charging period, disconnected it form the power supply,
and then monitored its open-circuit voltage over time. These
data were subsequently processed assuming that the energy
stored can be estimated from observation of the terminal
voltage and using the ideal capacitor equation E = CV 2 /2.
Hence, using (1), an effective ‘leakage power’ can be inferred.
dE
C d(V 2 )
=
·
(1)
dt
2
dt
This experiment was performed a number of times on a
supercapacitor (4.7F, rated at 2.3V). First, a test voltage of
2.3V and a charging period of 1hr were used; the measured
open-circuit voltage and effective ’leakage power’ are shown
by the solid lines (2.3V, 1hr) in Fig. 1. From this, a roughly
exponential relationship is observed between supercapacitor
leakage and voltage; hence an intuitive conclusion is that
because greater ‘leakage’ is experienced at higher voltages, supercapacitors should avoid operating in this region. However,
we repeated the experiment using a lower test voltage of 1.8V
(dashed lines (1.8V, 1hr) in Fig. 1), and considerably more
‘leakage’ was exhibited between 1-1.8V. We also repeated the
original experiment, but with a longer charging period of 10hr
(dotted lines (2.3V, 10hr) in Fig. 1), and less ‘leakage’ was
observed. This range of charging periods is representative of
typical energy harvesting applications, for example daily solar
Pl =
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Fig. 3.
Circuit-based supercapacitor models: (a) an ideal capacitor (b)
simplified model including a series and parallel resistance [3] (c) RC ladder
circuit with a voltage-dependent capacitance in its first branch, which may be
extended to n branches [11].

Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram showing the internal construction of a supercapacitor (also known as an ‘electric double-layer capacitor’).
G1

cycles or intermittent wind sources [10]. These experimental
results illustrate that the earlier assumptions are potentially
misleading as they over-simplify the problems of leakage, and
the ideal capacitor equation does not represent the supercapacitor’s non-linear, complex, and temporal behavior.
In this brief, we show that effects previously attributed
to leakage are instead dominated by redistribution of charge
inside the supercapacitor (Sec. II). The proposed model reflects
the behavior of supercapacitors with adequate accuracy without a dedicated leakage resistor, and confirm this hypothesis
through the development of a circuit-based model which accurately represents non-ideal behavior. A device has been characterized and model parameters have been generated (Sec. III),
and the model has been practically validated (Sec. IV).
II. N ON - IDEAL S UPERCAPACITOR B EHAVIOR AND
R ELATED W ORK
The non-ideal characteristics of supercapacitors stem from
their internal construction. Unlike conventional capacitors, the
supercapacitor has two solid electrodes (in contact with a
terminal plate) each with a liquid electrolyte [1]. The area
between the solid electrode material and its electrolyte solution, as shown in Fig. 2, forms the ‘double layer’. Due to the
fact that charge is stored across a very large effective surface
area within the porous electrode, high capacitance values can
be achieved in relatively small volumes.
As the charge is stored in the electrolyte, this means that
extraction of charge relies on its diffusion, and therefore some
processes in supercapacitors have very long time constants.
Indeed, Panasonic state that it “. . . takes a minimum of 10
hours to fully charge the capacitor. . . ” [1]. They also show
that the charging current drops to approximately 1µA when the
device has been held at a voltage for a long period – indicating
the presence of an equal, and thus negligible, leakage current.
The two electrodes are divided by a thin separator membrane
to prevent short-circuit. The electrode construction means that
the supercapacitor’s maximum operating voltage is relatively
low (typically around 2.3V), after which permanent damage
can occur (breakdown effects are not covered by the proposed
model). Complex behavior means that some effects are mistakenly attributed to leakage and the efficiency of charging
schemes is difficult to assess.
In recently-reported energy-harvesting systems, simplistic
models and assumptions were used to explain the short and
long-term behavior of supercapacitors. It is often assumed
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Fig. 4. Three-branch equivalent circuit, based on the RC ladder circuit from
Fig. 3(c). The circuit includes a voltage-dependent capacitance term in its first
branch. This equivalent circuit model is used in our work.

that supercapacitor behavior can be modeled closely as the
behavior of ideal conventional capacitors (Fig. 3(a)), especially
when assessing their state-of-charge [2]. Some applications
attribute their voltage drop to a high self-discharge rate: e.g. a
classical model (Fig. 3(b)) shows the supercapacitor as an ideal
capacitance with an equivalent series resistance (ESR) and an
equivalent parallel (leakage) resistance (EPR) [3].
A limited number of models have recognized the true
behavior of supercapacitors: ladder circuits (Fig. 3(c)) were
described by Buller et al. [12], which used a ladder of resistors
and capacitors; however, these models were exclusively interested in the very short-term behavior of the supercapacitor, using AC impedance measurements to calculate branch parameters (in their presented model, the longest τ was <10 seconds).
Perhaps the most thorough investigation into longer-term supercapacitor behavior was carried out by Zubieta and Bonert
[11], which proposed a three-branch supercapacitor model and
a characterization process which allowed the supercapacitor
parameters to be determined automatically. Recognizing the
long-duration processes within the supercapacitor, they also
proposed a ‘normalization’ technique which is used to ensure
that the supercapacitor is empty by accelerating the redistribution of charge within the device. However, their model made
the critical simplifying assumption that each branch operates
independently (e.g. while the immediate branch is charging,
there is no interaction from the delayed or long branches), and
was only applied to larger capacitors for power electronics
applications, such as hybrid electric vehicles, rather than the
smaller devices considered in this work.
III. C HARACTERIZATION AND S IMULATION A PPROACH
The starting point for our supercapacitor characterization
methodology is that described by Zubieta and Bonert [11],
which reported very good levels of accuracy for modeling
large capacitors over short time periods. Unlike the reported
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work, the new method we have developed does not assume that
branches act independently, using a new way of calculating the
equivalent circuit parameters, thus allowing a wider range of
time periods to be simulated. From here on, the model we use
will have three branches (Fig. 4) and, for conciseness, only
equations for 3-branch models are considered as we found
that it gives a suitable level of accuracy for the supercapacitor
and time periods considered in this study (from seconds up to
a few hours). However, the process of extending the model and
method to four or more branches is trivial, so supercapacitor
performance over even longer periods could be modeled. As
with the previously-reported model [11], our model includes a
voltage-dependent capacitor in the first branch to represent the
non-linear behavior of the device which has been observed in
practice. The use of multiple branches enables the long-term
charging process to be modeled, which is dependent on the
physical distribution of charge within the electrode.
A test system has been developed which allows the supercapacitor to be normalized and subjected to controlled-current
tests which then enable the equivalent circuit parameters to be
calculated. The test circuit shown in Fig. 5 was implemented
(Fig. 6), and is capable of subjecting the supercapacitor under
test to controlled-current charge and discharge. It has been
developed to deliver a range of voltages and currents and
hence is capable of characterizing the range of supercapacitors
used in EH-WSNs. It is able to charge or discharge at up to
250mA in 1mA increments and current values are stable within
2ms. It is managed by a control algorithm implemented on
an MSP430FG4618 microcontroller (Fig. 6), which actions
the normalization and charge/discharge profiles required by
the test procedure. The microcontroller interfaces with a PC
serial port, with the PC acting as a data logger. The circuit
control voltages are between 0..2.5V and are each controlled
by a DAC output from the MSP430. The precision voltage
measurement circuit implements a high-impedance buffer arrangement which brings the -5V..+5V measurement range into
the 0..2.5V range for input to the MSP430 ADC. A precision
2.5V reference was used to improve the ADC accuracy, and a
crystal was added to the board for precision timing.
The characterization process for the supercapacitor involves
normalization over a 24-hour period before commencement of
the test [11]. The test was initialized with a rapid charge (at
100mA) from zero volts to the maximum rated voltage of the

Fig. 6. The test set-up, including the supercapacitor under test, the test
circuitry on prototype board, and the interface and control functionality
provided by an MSP430 microcontroller.

device. The charge was then terminated, and the supercapacitor
left in open-circuit for one hour. A gradual discharge (at
10mA) then followed, with the discharge terminated at 1.0V.
The device was then left in open-circuit for several hours. This
sequence was to enable the performance of the capacitor under
rapid and gradual charge/discharge conditions to be modeled,
with the long open-circuit times allowing the dynamics of slow
charge redistribution to be observed.
To deliver control over the simulation process it was decided
to pursue a state variable-based simulation technique [13],
which was implemented in MATLAB. Through use of the
ode45 differential equation solver and the segmentation of
the simulation into distinct sections (charge, charge relaxation,
discharge, discharge relaxation) the simulation behavior in
transition areas was improved. State equations (2)–(5) were
formulated from the three-branch equivalent circuit (Fig. 4),
but with resistors substituted for conductances, and allow
the circuit operation to be simulated effectively. Equation (2)
includes the voltage-dependent capacitor Cv , used by Zubieta
and Bonert [11], which represents the non-linear behavior that
is particularly evident in the shape of the charging curve.

α

=

α · v˙1

=

C2 · v̇2

=

C3 · v̇3

=



C v · v1
C1 +
2
I + G2 (v2 − v1 ) + G3 (v3 − v1 )
G1 ·
G1 + G2 + G3
I + G1 (v1 − v2 ) + G3 (v3 − v2 )
G2 ·
G1 + G2 + G3
I + G2 (v2 − v3 ) + G1 (v1 − v3 )
G3 ·
G1 + G2 + G3

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The three-branch model (Fig. 4) was used as it delivers an
effective balance between computational effort and accuracy
(for the time period studied in this work) and was used
in earlier reported works [11]. The first branch represents
the ‘fast’ response of the supercapacitor, and the subsequent
branches model the ‘intermediate’ and ‘long’ responses. The
branches have correspondingly time constants, and model
the experimentally-observed physical effects of redistribution
of charge within the supercapacitor under charge/discharge
(Sec. II), with the physical causes being explained by the
manufacturer [1]. A genetic optimization algorithm was used,
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TABLE I
E XPERIMENTALLY- OBTAINED PARAMETER VALUES FOR 3- BRANCH
MODEL OF PANASONIC G OLD 4.7F SUPERCAPACITOR

0.945 F/V

C1
C2
C3

2.62 F
1.45 F
3.88 F

R1
R2
R3

0.178 Ω
94.2 Ω
1030 Ω

TABLE II
PARAMETER VALUES FOR IDEAL AND SIMPLIFIED MODELS OF
PANASONIC G OLD 4.7F SUPERCAPACITOR
Component

Value

Ci

4.7 F

Cs
Rs
Rp

4.06 F
0.80 Ω
2.01 kΩ

which bypasses the necessary assumption of previous works
that there was no interaction between branches during rapid
charge or discharge. The optimization process was initialized
to deliver a 10x separation of time constants between each
branch. The optimization variables enable the time constant
and capacitor size of each branch to be optimized, effectively
allowing the R and C values to be set independently while
maintaining a separation between the branch time constants.
The MATLAB genetic optimization algorithm was used to
fit the simulated behavior to the experimental data obtained
under the characterization test. A cost function was defined,
with points linearly distributed through each of the the charge,
discharge, and relaxation curves. The 3-branch model optimization involved a total of 7 variables (x1 . . . x7 ). Variable x1
defines Cv , and x2 to x4 define C1 to C3 . The time constants
of the second and third branches τ2 and τ3 , are set by x5
and x6 . The value of R1 was adjusted using x7 . The genetic
optimization was initialized using reasonable upper and lower
bounds and an initial population of 100.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A Panasonic Gold 4.7F supercapacitor was characterized
using the above method. To verify the model parameters, a test
tailored to an EH-WSN was carried out. We ran simulations
of a charge and pulsed discharge using the proposed model
and the ideal and simplified models (Fig. 3), which were then
compared against the behavior of a real supercapacitor. The results of the characterization process for a 4.7F Panasonic Gold
supercapacitor are shown in Table I. The ideal and simplified
parameters are shown in Table II. The ideal parameter assumes
the capacitance value is that rated by the manufacturer. The
simplified parameters use real experimental values, with the
capacitance value being derived from the charging current
and time, the series resistance from the voltage increase on
commencement of charge, and the parallel resistance from the
voltage drop after the first hour.

Real Performance
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Ideal Model Performance
Simplified Model Performance
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Fig. 7.
The terminal voltages from each model (ideal, simplified and
proposed) and experimental results for the pulsed discharge (typical in EHWSNs) of a 4.7F supercapacitor.

Firstly, to remove any residual charge from the supercapacitor, the supercapacitor under test was normalized for 24 hours.
Next, it was rapidly charged at 100mA. This charging current
allowed the verification of both the ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ effects
of the supercapacitor behavior to be verified, and is consistent
with the charging rate of the supercapacitor in, for example,
the Prometheus mote [2] (a solar EH-WSN which reduces
stress on a rechargeable battery by transferring energy to and
from a supercapacitor). After charging, the supercapacitor was
rested for one minute before entering a pulsed discharge test
for one hour. The device was subjected to a pulsed discharge
of 50mA with a 2% duty cycle (50mA discharge current for
1s and open circuit for 49s). This discharge current pattern
is realistic and consistent with typical wireless sensor nodes.
After completion of the one-hour test, the device was left in
open-circuit for a further hour. The voltage was logged at least
once per second throughout the execution of this test.
This charge/discharge pattern was also used in simulation
(with the parameters given in Table I), and a comparison
showing the supercapacitor terminal voltage for the experimental and modeled tests is shown in Fig. 7. There is
a good correlation between the real (solid black line) and
proposed (solid gray line) model performance, indicating that
the generated model and parameters are correct for an EHWSN. The voltage curves for the other models (Fig. 3) are also
shown. Both the shape and the absolute values obtained from
these simpler models display considerable divergence from
experimental performance. The assumption by the simplified
model that self-discharge over the first hour is representative
of the device performance causes excessive voltage drop later
in the test, and the absence of a non-linear term causes the
shape of the line during the pulsed discharge to be completely
straight. We suspect that the small offset between the proposed
model and experimental performance may be explained by the
lack of voltage-dependent capacitances in the second and third
branches, and is being addressed in future work.
The verified model also allows the amount of energy stored
in the supercapacitor to be quantified. Fig. 8 shows the voltage
across each branch of the equivalent circuit model. Fig. 9
shows the energy stored in each branch (dashed, dotted, and
solid black lines), and the total energy stored across all
branches (solid gray line). These figures show the voltage
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the causes of the divergent time-sensitive behavior of the
supercapacitor. Voltage changes on the terminals of the device,
which are often simply attributed to leakage (shown in Fig. 1),
are instead shown to be dominated by the redistribution of
charge within the device, and its long time-constant processes.
The shortfalls in earlier works are due to the assumption
that supercapacitor behavior is similar to that of conventional
capacitors; in fact, its internal processes occur over very long
time periods, which explains why charging the device for
an extended period of time results in a smaller voltage drop
(which is often attributed to a lower leakage power, e.g. the
dotted line in Fig. 1). Many of the earlier works also made
recommendations for charging strategies which have been
shown to be unsound. The presentation of a circuit-based
model, and a flexible optimization process which delivers
model parameters, allows the supercapacitor to be modeled
accurately over several hours and the stored energy to be
calculated. This capability will contribute to the effective
simulation and design of future EH-WSN systems.
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Fig. 9. The modeled energy stored in the supercapacitor for each model
(ideal, simplified (Fig. 3) and proposed (Fig. 4) during controlled-current
characterization test. Current profile is same as Fig. 8.

and energy dynamics during the characterization process. The
figures for the proposed model show that a substantial amount
of energy is lost immediately after charging is completed; this
is due to the transfer of energy from branch 1 to branches 2 and
3, and not due to leakage (i.e. across the separator membrane)
per se. Leakage is not explicitly modeled because, as discussed
earlier, the actual leakage current is negligible (this is verified
by the agreement between the modeled and real performance).
Lastly, we compare the estimates of the amounts of energy
remaining in the supercapacitor for each of the models (Fig. 3)
in Fig. 9. There is a large difference between the total
amounts of energy estimated by each model. This is due to
the continued loss of charge due to the leakage resistor in
the simplified model, and the absence of any redistributive
processes in the ideal model. Each of these simplified models
give an inaccurate impression of the total amount of energy
stored in the device, and would cause misleading conclusions
to be drawn about the system performance. The solid gray
line shows the total stored energy in our proposed model, and
allows energy loss during charge/discharge to be inferred. The
energy dissipated during charge redistribution is lost during
the transfer of charge between the capacitors in each branch,
passing through their associated resistors (Fig. 4).
V. C ONCLUSION
The described work accurately models real-world supercapacitor operation and has a number of important implications
for the design of low-power energy-harvesting systems. The
simplistic assumptions of previous works have been demonstrated to be incorrect, and the presented model explains
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